Abstract nication between two Bluetooth devices, they must form a master-slave relationship. A Bluetooth node can only take Power-aware routing algorithms aim to extend the lifepart in one such relationship at a time. Therefore, creating a time of a wireless network by avoiding to route over nodes path between two Bluetooth nodes is not a trivial problem, that are close to being depleted ofenergy. Previous work in especially ifthere are several simultaneous communications such algorithms often require each node in the network to in the network that intersect each other. be aware ofthe topology ofthe entire network.
1 Introduction rithms for wireless ad hoc networks, with focus on energyaware routing algorithms. Section 4 presents a brief survey A wireless ad hoc network differs in many ways from on different existing approaches to scattemet formation, intraditional wired networks. In an ad hoc network there is cluding an energy-aware algorithm. We present our algono fixed infrastructure, and the nodes may not have knowlrithm in Section 5. In Section 6, we present a version of edge of the entire network topology. The topology might the algorithm for use in general ad hoc networks, without also be constantly changing if the nodes are mobile. Also, the restrictions imposed by the Bluetooth specification. We nodes in a wireless network usually use a battery as power evaluate our algorithm through simulations in Section 7. Fisource, and they will therefore only have a limited amount nally, Section 8 contains a discussion of our research as well of energy. As nodes run out of energy, the network will as directions for our future work. eventually become disconnected. Therefore, when developing routing algorithms for wireless networks, it is imper-2 Bluetooth networks ative to take the energy levels of the nodes into account in orderto avoid routing over nodes that are close to becoming Whenever two Bluetooth devices communicate, one depleted of energy. must assume the role as master and the other the role as Routing in Bluetooth networks present more challenges slave. Together they form a piconet. Each piconet conthan routing in general ad hoc networks. For every commusists of one master and an unlimited number of slaves, but there can only be at most 7 active slaves simultaneously. If
One example of an energy-aware routing algorithm is the there are more than 7 slaves in a piconet, some ofthem must CMAX algorithm [1] , where each link in the network is astherefore be parked, i.e. inactive. signed a weight. The weight of a link (i, j) when sending A collection ofpiconets is called a scatternet. In order to the message k is defined as communicate between piconets, nodes can be members of several piconets, even if they only can be members of one wij = ij(Aai (k) 1), piconet at a time. A node can have different roles in different piconets: it can be slave in one piconet and master in where eij is the energy consumed by sending a unit mesanother. A node that is a member of two or more piconets is sage over the link (i, j) , and ai (k) is the fraction of the referred to as a bridge node. To switch from one piconet energy of node i that has been used at the time when mesto another, a node changes to the hopping frequency sesage k is generated (referred to as the energy utilization of quence of the other piconet. Therefore, one important issue a node):
in scattemet formation is to minimize the necessary piconet changes in order to reduce the delays.
1(k) Ei (k) (1) 3 Routing in ad hoc networks Ei (k) denotes the residual energy of node i at the time message k is generated, and Ei denotes the original energy
In an ad hoc network, there is no fixed infrastructure that ofnode i. A is a parameter used to control how much the enis responsible for the routing. Instead, every node may funcergy utilization of the nodes influence the link weights. As tion as a router, and must therefore be able to make routing can be seen, the weight of a link increases with the energy decisions based on its possibly limited knowledge of the needed to traverse it as well as with the energy already spent network.
by the transmitting node. nodes with only a small fraction of their battery power reThe AODV algorithm focuses on finding the single maining. The goal is to find the path with the maximal shortest path to the destination, while the TORA algorithm minimal fraction of remaining power after the message is finds several possible paths to the destination: each node's transmitted. This value, called the residualpowerfraction, outgoing links is divided into "upstream" and "downis similar to the energy utilization described above, and can stream" links based on whether they lead to the destination be written as or not.
1 -ai(k) 3.1. Energy-aware routing algorithms using the same notation as in Equation (1). However, the path must also not use more power that a Recently, there have been an increased interest in routconstant factor z > 1 of the smallest possible power coning algorithms that take the energy levels of the nodes into sumption Pmjin. This results in finding a path that avoids account. Nodes in wireless ad hoc networks typically use using up the power of individual nodes, while still mainbatteries as their power source. These batteries often have taining an upper bound on the total power consumption of a limited capacity, which is depleted with every transmisthe path.
sion. It is important to consider this when designing routing protocols for ad hoc networks. Only finding the paths 'Exactly how far the power information should be broadcast is a pathat require the least amount of power is not enough; some rameter of the algorithm. Simulations in [1] indicate that the lifetime of '.
the network decreases when the broadcast distance grows higher than a nodes might still be used much more than others, and will certain threshold, since too much energy is spent on broadcasting energy therefore be prematurely depleted. information.
Both of the above algorithms require that each node has takes several iterations. In each iteration, every node that full knowledge of the topology of the network, an assumphas higher degree than any undecided neighbors assigns ittion that is not realistic in larger networks.
self to be a master, and chooses no more than 7 neighbors Another approach is to extend existing on-demand algoas slaves by applying the Yao structure [13] to all its neighrithms in order to compute energy-efficient paths. In Referbors. Using the Yao structure limits the number of slaves in ence [6] , the authors enhance the AODV protocol by adding each piconet while still maintaining connectivity, but it also energy information in the route request (RREQ) messages.
means that the nodes need to know their exact location in In this way, the destination node can decide on the path with order to run the algorithm. the lowest energy cost, using a timeout value in order to
The BlueNet formation algorithm [12] aims to create a recieve several RREQ messages before deciding on a path scatternet with an upper bound of the number of slaves in and generating a route reply (RREP) message. Simulations each piconet, while at the same time avoiding the bottlein the paper indicate that the effective reliable throughput necks that can occur in a tree-based scatternet structure. The is significantly increased using the extended AODV algomaximum traffic flow metric (MTF), a measure of all posrithm. Unlike the algorithm presented in this paper, the exsible maximum multi-commodity flows in the network, is tended AODV algorithm only considers total energy cost defined and used to evaluate the scatternets produced by the and estimated bit error rates in order to select the path; it algorithm. does not consider the amount of energy that remains in the nodes.
4.2 On-demand algorithms Wang et al. [11] presents a power-aware on-demand routing protocol that, like the one presented in this paper, takes
In Reference [2], a hybrid solution is presented. A perthe remaining energy of the nodes into account. The two manent control scatternet is constructed in order to support main differences between the algorithm presented in this routing messages, while an on-demand scatternet is crepaper and Wang's algorithm is that the latter does not take ated between the sending and recieving node whenever data the total power cost of paths into account, and the cost metcommunication is needed. The idea is that the underlying ric does not change over time to reflect the changing amount control scatternet will facilitate path discovery, while not of energy in the nodes. consume too much energy itself. When constructing the control scatternet, there is no limitation on the number of 4 Scatternet formation slaves in each piconet since reducing the number ofpiconets is seen as more important than reducing communication laThere are two main approaches for scatternet formation: tency. the pro-active and the on-demand, or reactive, approach.
Another on-demand algorithm is specified in [5] . In orPro-active algorithms are advantageous when data transfer der to create the scatternet, the authors use the single role occur frequently, since the algorithm will produce a scatapproach: instead of using nodes that are slaves in one piternet that covers the entire network. However, if traffic conet and masters in another, communication between piis less frequent, creating and maintaining all the Bluetooth conets are achieved by nodes that are slaves in several netconnections can be considered to be a waste of energy. Inworks in order to reduce the number of piconets and indistead, on-demand algorithms only establish temporary conrectly the communication delay as well. nections when they are needed.
The On-Demand BlueTooth scatternet formation algorithm (ODBT) [7] constructs a scatternet with a tree topol- Recently, there has been work that aims to extend the In [4] the authors use location information in order to lifetime 2 of scatternets by considering the amount of power produce a planar subgraph, which can improve the perforremaining for each node, such as in [15] : when a node wants mance of routing algorithms. This optional step is followed 21n this paper, the "lifetime" of a network is defined as the amount of by assigning roles to the bluetooth nodes, a process that time until the first node in the network has been depleted of energy.
to initiate a communication, it sends out a route request the temporary scatternet has been constructed, node u can to the destination (the sink node) by flooding the network.
initiate the transmission. When the destination recieves the request, it responds with
In the rest of this section, the three steps of the algorithm a route reply. To form the temporary scatternet between are explained in more detail. the source and the destination, the destination sets its role to master, and for the rest of the nodes in the path every 5.1 Control scatternet other node is a master while the other nodes are slaves in two different piconets. Unlike the algorithms described in As stated previously, the permanent control scatternet is Section 2, no node needs to know about the topology of the used to propagate the routing messages through the netentire network using this approach.
work. This paper does not present any algorithm for proThis approach has a relatively simple mechanism to ducing a control scatternet. However, in general it is desiravoid low-powered nodes: either a node has enough energy able to have larger piconets. This might increase the delays to forward a message, or it has not. As a node is reached by since slave nodes might have to switch between active and route requests that have travelled different paths, there is no passive mode, but the reduced number of piconets will simway for the node to distinguish between the different paths plify the inter-piconet communication. based on the power levels of the nodes in the paths.
The existing BlueStars algorithm [10] is one algorithm We propose a different approach, where we introduce a that may be used to produce the control scatternet. The metric to evaluate how "good" a given path is with respect BlueStars algorithm produces a scatternet that is a conto power consumption. Nodes then rank a number of alternected mesh with multiple paths between any pair of nodes. native paths in order to find the "best" one. We will explore
The algorithm does not limit the piconet size; there can be this idea further in the next section. more than 7 slaves in a piconet. As discussed above, this is a desirable property for our algorithm.
5 Proposed algorithm During the formation of the scatternet, each node collects information about its neighbors. When the scatternet
In this paper, we propose an on-demand scatternet forhas been formed, each node knows the energy cost to send mation and routing algorithm which creates a local, tempoa message to each of its neighbors, and it also knows what rary scatternet that forms a path between the sending and piconet each neighbor belongs to, even if the node and the recieving node for the duration of the data transfer. In this neighbor are not connected in the scatternet. In this context, section, we present an overview of the proposed algorithm, a "neighbor" is defined as a node within communication disDetailed information about the different phases of the algotance to the original node, regardless of whether the nodes rithm will be presented in the following subsections.
are connected in the control scatternet. Each master node
In order for the nodes to be able to communicate with knows of all the piconets that connects to its own piconet, each other, there must first exist an underlying, permanent, as well as the identity of all the slave nodes in its piconet.
scatternet that covers the entire network. This permanent
The master also knows of allpossible gateway nodes: all the scatternet, or control scatternet, is used to be able to forward nodes that have at least one neighbor belonging to another the routing messages through the network.
piconet. Before a source node u can initiate a transmission to a
The topology of the network can change over time, and destination node v, it must first find the most suitable path therefore the information may need to be updated. This is to use given the current energy situation in the network. We done at previously scheduled times, where all the Bluetooth create several alternative paths between the source and the nodes participate in the information exchange. destination, while measuring the energy parameters for each path. The idea is to choose a path that avoids nodes that 5.2 Finding a path have a low amount of energy left, while still keeping the total energy cost of the path as low as possible. Since the Finding a path is done in two steps: the first step is findenergy parameters are collected as the alternative paths are ing piconet sequences between the sending and the desticreated, we always have access to the current energy status nation node, and the second step is finding paths within of each node. Using this method, the nodes do not have to the previously found piconet sequences. The sending node spend energy on repeatedly broadcasting their energy status starts by broadcasting a route request, and in turn recieves to their neighbors.
route replies containing information of the found piconet From the different paths, the optimal one (according to sequences. For each piconet sequence, the sending node the metrics described below) is selected. The final step is then sends a path request in order to find paths within that to construct a temporary scatternet between nodes u and v sequence. These steps will be described in more detail after in order to support data transmission over that path. When a description of our proposed metric.
Metrics

Route request
The receiving node must choose the best path in terms ofthe As the control scatternet consists of several interconnected energy depletion in the nodes. To do that, it is first necessary piconets, the first step ofthe algorithm is to find a number of to come up with a way to assign a numerical value to each sender-receiver paths where each path can be described as path, representing how desirable it is to use in terms of the a sequence of piconets. This is done by having the sender energy depletion in the nodes in that path. The tradeoff is broadcast a route request over the network and receiving that a more detailed metric gives a more realistic picture of route replies. a path's properties, but such a solution does not scale well
The sending node broadcasts a route request (RREQ) as the length of the paths increases.
message over the control scatternet. The route request When evaluating the "quality" of a path (with respect message is identified by the sending node's id nid in to the energy levels in the nodes), the following definitions combination with the sequence number SeqNum of the will be used: we define the potential remaining power of message, which both are included in the message. All every link (i, j) in the path as rpij = Pi-e(m)ij, where
RREQs concerning the same data transmission have the pi is the power level at node i, and e(m)ij is the power same SeqNum. A node assigns sequence numbers to its needed to send the message m directly from i to j. (We data transmissions in the order they occur. The RREQ also assume that the nodes can adjust the power used for sending contains the id of the destination node.
messages.) This means that rpij is not the same as rpji.
Ifthe sending node is a slave, it sends the RREQ message Note that the power level pi of a node is not necessarily the to its master. When the master has received the RREQ, it current power level, since some power may be reserved for sends a copy of the RREQ to all the neighboring piconets. future transmissions. How the power level is estimated is If the sending node is a master, it sends the RREQ to the explained in more detail in Section 5.2.4. neighboring piconets directly.
For the path P = (1, 12, ... , I), where (lI, ...,ln) rep-. .When the RREQ arrives in another piconet, it is forresents the links in the path, the metric that represents the warded to the master. The master records where the RREQ minimum potential remaining power for P is defined as came from, and forwards the message to all other neighboring piconets. If a piconet receives several RREQs with Min(P) = min rpj 1V(1) C P identical nid and SeqNum, it knows that they all concern the same transmission, and it is only necessary to forward In order to calculate the Min(P) value for a path P, it the first message it receives. This reduces the total number is necessary to know the power levels of all nodes included of messages sent, which reduces the energy consumption. in that path. There are two ways for a node in the path to
The RREQ messages have a limited lifetime, in terms of calculate its power level: assume that it will be included number of hops, in order to limit the amount of forwarding. in the eventual path, or assume that it will not. If it assumes that it will be included, it reports its power level as the current power level minus the amount of energy needed 5.2.3 Route reply to forward the data to the next node in the path. This "pessimistic" approach guarantees that no node is accidentally When a RR1EQ message reaches the destination piconet, the drained of energy, but it might also lead to erroneous asmaster node in that piconet forwards the message to the dessumptions if the traffic density is low. In the other, "optidtination node. winr to r spevera pibepaths, the mistic", approach, the node always report its power level to destination node waits for a specified time period trreq in reply message (RREP) to the first k piconets it received a Another important factor is the amount of energy needed RR1EQ from, where k is a constant. If the node has received to send the message m over the path P: spending too much fewer than k RREQs, it replies to all piconets it received energy trying to route around nodes with little remaining a RREQ from. As with the route request messages, the energy will also lead to premature depletion of individual route reply messages iS forwarded using the control scatnodes. The metric that represents the energy consumption ternet. The (mid, SeqNum) pair included in the RR1EQ is of the path P is defined as: included in the RREP as well. As a piconet master receives a RRlEP, it forwards it to all neighboring piconets it recieved n~~~~~~the corresponding RR1EQ from.
Pow(P) = E e(m)i~As the RRlEP is forwarded through the network, it stores i=1 the ID of each piconet it encounters. This way, a RRlEP always contains a list of the piconets it has travelled. This highest Min(P). The set of all such paths is stored in S.
information will be used in the next step of the algorithm.
The size of S is thus equal to the size of the set of gateway nodes. Note that since a gateway node does not need to connect to a node in PN2 specifically but rather to a node in any piconet in Pseq, some of the paths in S might skip When the sender receives the first RREP, it waits for a one or several piconets in Pseq.
specified time period trrep in order to receive several route For any piconet PN between PN1 and PNn, the procereplies. Every RREP the sender receives represents one pidure is the same when the piconet receives a PREQ. All the conet sequence from the sender to the destination, and this paths in S that currently connects to PN are appended so information is stored in the sender.
that they connect to a piconet further ahead in the piconet When the time period has elapsed, the next step is to find sequence. It will not be possible to use the paths that canpaths in each piconet sequence that the sending node has not connect to a node in PN. The set S is therefore first learned from the RREPs. Exactly one path request (PREQ) divided into SA and SB, where the paths that ends in nodes message is sent along each piconet sequence reported by a reachable from PN is stored in SA and the rest in SB. The RREP in the previous phase. Each PREQ message builds task is to extend the paths in SA through PN. Inpordiblerw to descrben the paths ahreughtht fioundw w previous case, with the difference that threshold is defined In order to describe how the paths are found, we will as th einMnP au oralptsP'S lh '~~as the median Mim(R) value for all paths R C S. All the focus on a single PREQ message as it travels from the found path are stored in S (and all the old paths in S are sender to the destination. Assume that the PREQ mesdeleted) as the PREQ message is forwarded to the destinasage will travel through the piconet sequence Pseq tion node.
(RN1, RN2, . .. PNn). There are three cases to consider:
The, pioe RN...PN Thereare thacotishesendin node, th poni-e:
If the node, after being included in a proposed path, does conets RNkc where 1PNk that contains thesendgnodeither t not receive a notification that the path has been selected for a sendingPNo thereIeving node, andRN that containsneir the specified time period tprop, it assumes that it was not chosen sending nor the recieving node, and PNn that contains the adajssispwrlvlacrigy destination node. The following parts will describe each of those cases in more detail. 5.3 Scatternet formation In PN1, the master node first finds the set of potential gateway nodes. A node u is a gateway node iff u C PN1 5.3.1 Path reply and u is within communication range of at least one node v such that v C RNj, where 2.< j <Kn. For each gateway
When the destination node v receives the first path request, node u, the best path in RN1 from the sending node to u it waits the specified time period tpreq in order to receive is found. The best path R is defined as the path with the information about alternative paths. The set of paths for v to choose from is written as S. Then, v chooses the best For every initiated route request, a node can receive sevpaths based on the metrics presented in Section 5.2.1. eral copies of the same RREQ message. In order to reduce The basic idea is to avoid nodes which would be drained the number of RREQ messages in the system (and thereby of power if they were to forward the data message. In order reducing the power consumption), only the first such copy to achieve that, we define a threshold value rPthreshold so the node receives is forwarded.
that all paths P C S such that Min(P) < rPthreshold are For all such unique pairs a node encounters, it stores the removed from S. Of the remaining paths in S, the path P lowest Min(P) and Pow(P) it has seen on the RREQ meswith the lowest Pow(P) is chosen by v.
sages it has forwarded. When the node recieves another Since all nodes in the network will slowly be drained by copy of the same RREQ, it compares the metrics included energy as messages are being sent, we cannot have a static in that message with the two metrics it has stored. If neither threshold value as it would not reflect the current power sitmetric in the new message is better than the stored metrics, uation in the network. Instead, the information stored in the the message is not forwarded. If one or both metrics are PREQ messages is used to calculate the threshold value: it better, the node forwards the message and updates its stored is defined as the median of Min(P) for all paths in S.
metrics. The receiving node sends a path reply message (PREP) If the node has not stored any metrics for that specific back to the sender, and the chosen path is built as the node ID and sequence number, the RREQ is the first one PREP travels through the network.When the PREP message that the node has received. In that case, the message is alreaches the sending node, the temporary scattemet is comways forwarded. pleted and the transmission of the data message itself can A node calculates its reported power level in the same commence.
way as described in Section 5.2.4.
6 Power-aware routing in general ad hoc net-
Route reply works
When the destination node recieves the first route request message, it waits for a specified time period in order to reThe algorithm described above can be adapted for gencieve other copies of the message that has travelled altemaeral ad hoc networks. Since we no longer are bound to foltive paths. It then chooses the best path in the same way low the Bluetooth specifications, we only need one round as previously described in Section 5.3.1, and sends a route of communication: a route request message from the sendreply message back to the sending node along the chosen ing node, that arrives in several copies at the destination.
path. Unlike in the scattemet, the route request message can The destination node then selects the best path and sends a travel along the chosen path back to the sender, and inform route reply message along that path. Also, we do not need all nodes included in the path that they were chosen. to create an underlying network to facilitate communication between nodes.
7 Simulations 6.1 Route request In order to evaluate our proposed algorithm, we performed simulations to compare it with a routing algorithm The sending node floods the network with a route request that always selects the path that consumes the least amount message in order to find paths to the destination node. The of energy. We generated a topology by placing 25 nodes route request in the general version of our algorithm is simrandomly in a 100*100 unit area, where each node had a ilar to the PREQ described previously, in that the metrics range of 32 units. The energy cost c to send a message of a that represents the path are stored in the message. Unlike given size between two nodes was modelled as proportional in a scattemet, there is no restriction on the inter-node comto the square of the distance d, in other words c = Cd2, munication, so we can transmit messages directly between where C is a constant. Each node started out with the same any node pair that is within communication distance of each amount of energy.
other. Rather than finding paths on a piconet-level, we find Each algorithm was run 20 times. Every time, data transpaths on the individual node-level. Each path request stores missions between randomly selected sender and receiver information about the path it has travelled. nodes were generated. This was repeated until the first node When the RREQ is forwarded, the two metrics stored in in the network had depleted all its power, when the simulathe message are updated. When the node i forwards the tion was interrupted. Each data transmission started after message to node j, Pow(P) is increased with e(m)ij, and the previous was completed, which means that the discus- Figure 1 show the average distribution of energy 2004. in the network when the first node had depleted its power.
[7] E. Pagani, G. P. Rossi, and S. Tebaldi. An on-demand blueOur algorithm, represented by the dashed line in the graph, tooth scatternet formation algorithm. In Proc. 1st IFIP Wkg. had consumed more energy (at least partly due to the fact Conf Wireless On-demand Net. Sys., pages [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] 2004 . that it had routed more messages), but [15] X. Zhang and G. F. Riley. Energy-aware on-demand scatterThe next step in our research will be to implement the net formation and routing for bluetooth-based wireless senalgorithm described in this paper in a real-life Bluetooth sor networks, 2005. network in order to evaluate its performance. One of the goals is to get a better understanding of the performance
